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Overview
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 Multi-scale graph construction of a protein-HOLOPROT

 Connects surface to structure and sequence

 Surface capture the coarser details

 Sequence (primary component) and structure (secondary and 

tertiary component) capture finer details

 Tests the representation on two different tasks-

 Ligand-binding affinity (regression)

 Protein function prediction (classification)



Previous work & Challenges
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 Understanding the role and function of proteins is important 

for studying human diseases

 Representation incorporating the complex nature of the 

protein is necessary

 Previous study focused on either sequence, structure or 

surface

 Similar sequence can have completely different structure

 Structures with similar catalyzing property can behave 

differently towards drugs



Intuition and Design
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 Interaction between protein and ligand is controlled by 
molecular surface contacts

 Hence, important to incorporate surface in the 
representation

 HOLOPROT consists of a surface and structure layer

 Layers are represented as graphs

 Layers are connected with explicit edges

 Learns representation by integrating the encoding from the 
layer below

 Propagating information helps to learn higher-level 
geometric and chemical properties



Multi-scale Protein Representation
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Multi-scale Protein Representation
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 Represent protein P as graph Gp

 Two layers that capture different scales

 Surface layer

 Structure layer



Multi-scale Protein Representation

Surface layer Structure layer
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 Represented as a graph Gs

 Surface node us has a 

feature vector fus (charge, 

hydrophobicity etc.)

 Each node has a residue 

identifier

 Surface nodes us and vs

have an edge if they are 

part of a triangulation

 Represented as a graph GB

 Each node uB corresponds 

to a residue r

 Two nodes uB, vB have an 

edge based on a certain 

distance between the Cα

atoms of the nodes



Multi-scale Protein Representation 

(Multi-scale Graph)
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 The multi-scale graph is obtained by connecting the surface 

node and the backbone nodes 

 The above mentioned nodes have an edge if they have the 

same residue identifier r

 The graph is encoded by the multi-scale message passing 

network



Multi-scale Encoder
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 Uses one message passing neural network (MPN) for each 

layer in the multi-scale graph

 MPNθ – MPN encoding process with parameter θ

 MLPθ(x,y) –Multilayer perceptron with parameter θ and 
input is the concatenation of x and y

 MLPθ(x) –When input is only x

 id(u) – Residue identifier of node u

 N(u) – Neighbors of node u



Surface Message Passing Network
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 Encode the surface layer Gs

 Inputs to the MPN

 Node features fus

 Edge features fusvs

 MPN propagates messages between nodes for K iterations

 Output –A representation hus for each surface node us



Structure Message Passing Network
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 Preparation of input to MPN

 For each node uB: Concatenate fuB and mean of surface node 

vector with the same residue identifier

 Use MLP

 With edge features fuBvB, run K iterations



Structure Message Passing Network
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 Graph representation cGP

 Aggregation of structure node representation



Task Specific Training
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 Multi-scale encoding method is evaluated for two different 

tasks

 Protein-ligand binding affinity regression

 Enzyme-catalyzed reaction classification



Protein-ligand Binding Affinity 

Prediction
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 Depends on the interaction of a protein encoded using 

HOLOPROT and a ligand (small molecules in most cases)

 Use MPN to encode the ligand represented as graph GL and 

aggregate the node features

 Obtain the graph representation cGL

 Concatenate the graph representations of protein and ligand

 Use MLP to obtain the prediction



Enzyme-catalyzed Reaction 

Classification
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 Use MLP

 Input

 The graph representation cGP of the protein obtained via 

HOLOPROT



Molecular Superpixels
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 Segments on the protein surface capturing higher-level 

fingerprint features

 Improve computational and memory efficiency

 Achieved via optimizing the objective function

Also check the second last paragraph of Section 4



Evaluation (Protein-ligand Binding 

Affinity Prediction)
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 Dataset

 PDBBIND database

 4709 biomolecular complexes

 Baselines

 Sequence based

 Structure based

 Geometric deep learning on protein molecular surfaces



Evaluation (Protein-ligand Binding 

Affinity Prediction)
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Evaluation (Enzyme-catalyzed Reaction 

Classification)
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 Dataset

 37428 proteins from 384 EC numbers

 Baselines

 Sequence based

 Partially pretrained on millions of sequences

 Geometric deep learning based



Evaluation (Enzyme-catalyzed Reaction 

Classification)
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Ablation Studies
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Limitations of The Work
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 Relies on existing protein structures, although there are a lot 

of protein sequence data

 Requires precomputed surface meshes resulting in an 

additional preprocessing step



Thank you
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